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1. INTRODUCTION 
The study of boundary value problems involving linear differentiai 
equations with real-valued coefficients is by now a well-established area of 
analysis. On the other hand, much less is known about the solvability of 
such problems when the coefficients (or boundary conditions) are known to 
be complex. Examples of this latter type arise naturally, for example, in 
nuclear physics (e.g., the so-called optical mode1 for low energy scattering 
[ 1, p. IjO]), electromagnetic field theory (dielectric waveguides with heat 
loss (c.f. 19 I), or the propagation of radio waves through inhomogeneous 
media [S]), and elsewhere. In cases like these, the relevant differential 
expressions are no longer formally symmetric, and hence the powerful 
methods associated with the spectral theory of selfadjoint operators are not 
available. 
To facilitate the study of such problems, Glazman introduced in [4] the 
concept of a J-symmetric operator: In a complex Hilbert space R, let J be a 
given conjugation operator on 2’ (i.e., J is a conjugate-linear involution with 
(Jx, 3~) = (u, x) for all x and y in 2). A closed, densely defined linear 
operator T in 3’ is said to be J-symmetric if 
(Jx, Ty) = (JTx, y) (1.1) 
for all x and J’ in O(T). the domain of T, evidently T is J-symmetric if and 
only if 
TcJT*J (1.2) 
in the usual sense of operator inclusion. where r* is the (Hilbert space) 
adjoint of T. If 
T = JPJ. 
then T is said to be J-selfadjoinl. 
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The relevance of this definition may be seen by considering for example 
the formal Sturm-Liouville operator r defined by
54’ = -yN f q(x)y, a<x<b, U-4) 
where q is complex-valued, Lebesgue m asurable, and Lebesgue integrable 
on compact subsets of(a, b). It is not difficult to see that he operators 
generated in the Hilbert space L*(a, b) by r are not in general symmetric and 
so, as noted above, the standard theory of symmetric linear operators is not 
applicable. However does generate J-symmetric operators in L*(a, b), 
where J is the usual operation of complex conjugation of functions i  
L*(a, b). More precisely, if onedefines the operators T,,,,, and Tb to be the 
restrictions of r respectively to thedomains 
@(T,,,) = {Y E L*(a, b): Y’ is absolutely continuous andry E L*(a, b)} 
and 
G?(T;) = { y E G@T,,,,,): support ofy is compact and contained in (a, b)}, 
then one can show (cf. Section 4) that T’, is J-symmetric, and therefore 
closable in L’(a, b). We denote the closure ofTb by To. Furthermore, th  
closed J-selfadjoint restrictions of T,,,,, areall extensions of T,,. 
Now, by means of standard theory from differential equ tions ecan 
show that boundary conditions a alogous tothose that are normally 
employed to select the selfadjoint res rictions of r (or more precisely, of 
T,,,), when q is real, give rise to J-selfadjoint restrictions of r when q is 
complex-valued. However (as in the selfadjoint case) he differential equation 
theory isnot strong enough to show that all J-selfadjoint restrictions of r are 
given in this way by appropriate boundary conditions. 
In abstract terms, this means that for acomplete solution t  the problem 
one requires a suitable description of all J-selfadjoint extensions of a given 
closed J-symmetric operator T (i.e., theanalogue ofthe theorem of von 
Neumann and Stone describing allselfadjoint extensions f a given closed 
symmetric operator in X). This particular problem was partially solved by
Zhikhar’ [17]. Building on previous work of Vishik [ 161, Zhikhar’ assumed 
that he regularity f eld (see Section 2), JZ(r), ofT was not empty, and called 
an extension F of T well-posed (relative o a fixed value A,, in R(T)) if A, is 
in n(F). He was then able to characterize all such well-posed extensions of T 
that were J-selfadjoint. 
However, the subsequent application of this theory to differential 
equations is only partially successful in that one is restricted to using 
boundary conditions of a type which are often very inconvenient n practice. 
By way of example, while an analogue (for well-posed J-selfadjoint 
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extensions) f ] 12, Theorem 3’, p. 791 can be established in this way (see 
[ 17, Eq. (53)]), an analogue of[ 12, Theorem 5’, p. 801 cannot. The problem 
here is that, in order to obtain results ofthe latter type in which the 
boundary conditions do not depend on the differential expression, one is 
forced toconsider all of the J-selfadjoint extensions a dnot just he well- 
posed ones. 
In Section 3 we give acomplete solution t  the xtension problem for aJ- 
symmetric operator T with non-empty regularity f eld. In Section 4 we apply 
this theory to the aforementioned problem of describing, via concrete 
boundary conditions, all J-selfadjoint restrictions of a general formally 9- 
symmetric linear differential expression of order 212 with complex-valued 
coefficients. 
Finally, it should be noted that J-selfadjoint operators maybe very badly 
behaved. Itcan happen for example that he spectrum isa finite (or even 
empty) set, or, contrastingly, the whole complex plane. Such pathological 
cases are unlikely to be of much physical interest. On the other hand, 
however, asit is usually relatively eas to establish J-selfadjointness  
practice (see, .g.. [7]), these operators form a large and easily accessible 
class of operators with domains maximal with respect to he property of J- 
symmetry. When further information is available, it often happens that he 
same operators a ealso maximal in certain other important respects. As an 
example, ifit can be proved that an operator T is maximal dissipative (se
[8, p. 86]), then one has at hand powerful semigroup methods for solving the 
associated boundary value problems. Now, while it is usually easy to prove 
an operator is dissipative, it is much harder to establish that it is maximal 
dissipative. On theother hand, if one knows that he operator is J-selfadjoint, 
then it is not hard to show that it is then maximal dissipative if andonly if it 
is dissipative. Further details of this type of application may be found in ]6], 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
For the sake of completeness, we recall the definitions of the various 
spectral sets associated with ageneral c osed densely defined linear operator 
TinR. 
The regularity Jield, n(T), of T is defined tobe the set of all complex 
numbers A for which 
for some positive number kA depending only on 1, and all xiu g(T); here, I 
denotes the identity operator in 2. The resolvent se , p(T), of T is defined to 
be the set of all Lin II(T) for which 5P(T - AI) = SS?> where we use 5? to 
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denote the range of an operator. Thecomplement of p(T) with respect the 
complex plane is called the spectrum ofT and is denoted byo(T). The point 
spectrum, Po(T), is the set of values L in o(T) for which T- llI is not one-to- 
one; the continuous spectrum, Co(T), is the set of all 3, in o(T) for which 
T - 11 is one-to-one a d9(T- 11) is dense but not closed inze the 
remaining values 1 in o(T) constitute he r sidual spectrum, which is denoted 
by Ro(T). Finally, theset of values 2 in u(T) for which S’(T-21) is not 
closed iscalled the ssential spectrum ofT and is denoted byEu(T). 
For J-symmetric operators in R, the following lemma is valid: 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume that T is J-symmetric and that for some complex 
number 1, .9(T -U) is closed, J59(T- AI) = S((T- AI)*), and 
JA-(T - AI) =H((T - AI)*), where M(e) denotes the appropriate null-space. 
Then T is J-selfaa’joint. 
ProoA It is enough to prove the inclusion JF c TJ. Accordingly, let 
y E G(JrC) = 9(J( T- AI)*). Then J(T - D)*yj E ~(J(T - AZ)*) = 
S’(T -U). Thus there exists anelement y,E @(T - n1) with J(T - U)*y = 
(T-U)y,. Clearly, as(T-,U)JcJ(T-AI)*. J(T--1)” (y-Jyl)=O, 
and hence ~-J~,EJ~~((T-~I)*)=.L~‘(T-U); i.e., yEJg(T-AI)= 
JCS(T), asrequired. I 
COROLLARY 2.2 [ 17, Theorem 11. If T is J-symmetric and 
9(T-U)=Zf or some complex number 1, then T is J-selfadjoint. 
Next, we list ome other important results from [ 171 that are needed later. 
The first ofthese is the analogue for J-symmetric operators f aresult of
Calkin [2] for symmetric operators. 
LEMMA 2.3 [ 17, Theorem 21. Assume that T is J-symmetric andthat 
17(T) is not empty. Let L,, E n(T) be given. Then there exists a J-selfadjoint 
e.xtension T’ fT such that & Ep(T’). 
Remark. For an arbitrary J-selfadjoint extension T’ of T we have 
p(T) = Z7(T’) cJI(r>, where the inclusion may be proper. Ingeneral 
therefore, 1, need not be in p(T); this lemma shows that T’ can be 
constructed so that A, does indeed lie in p(T). 
The final result from [ 171 that we require isthe analogue inthe present 
instance of the von Neumann-Stone theorem onthe decomposition of the 
domain of the adjoint of an unbounded symmetric linear operator T into an 
orthogonal direct sum of the domain of T and its deficiency subspaces [cf. 
13, 151. We use the symbol i to denote a direct sum that need not be an 
orthogonal direct sum. 
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LEMMA 2.4 [17, Theorem 31. Assume that II(T) is not empty. For an 
arbitrary, but Jixed, i , E ZZ(T), let T’ be any J-selfadjoint extension of Tfor 
which d, E p(T’). Then @(JT*J) has the direct sum d,ecomposition 
where 
9?(JPJ) = g(T) i (T’ - &I)-‘-~;, i Jh;,, (2.2) 
Remarks. (1) The existence of at least one extension T’ of T with 
1, E p(T’) is guaranteed by Lemma 2.3. 
(2) Decompositions of the form (3.8) seem to have been first 
introduced by Vishik [ 161. 
There is a useful immediate consequence of Lemma 2.4. Let us denote by
m&J the dimension of the subspace J&. Clearly 0 < m(&) < co. From the 
lemma, as (T’ -&I)- ’ is one-to-one, it follows that 2m(;l,) is equal to the 
dimension of g(JT*J) modulo g(T), which does not depend on I,, in II(T), 
Thus m&l,) has a constant value over f7(T). With this in mind we can now 
define the analogue for a J-symmetric l near operator fthe deficiency 
indices of asymmetric linear operator: 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let T be a closely densely defined J-symmetric l near 
operator in A? with n(T) not empty. For any A, in n(T) we define the defect 
number of T, written def T, to be the dimension fthe subspace A&, (or. 
equivalently, the codimension n A? of the closed subspace S’(T -&I). 
3. EXTENSIONS OF J-SYMMETRIC LINEAR OPERATORS 
Throughout this ection, a dunless otherwise sp cified, w  let Tdenote an
unbounded, ensely defined, J-symmetric l near operator inH, where J
denotes a given conjugation operator on H. Our task here is to describe all
of the J-selfadjoint extensions of T. 
The basic procedure is analogous tothat given in [3, Sect. XII.41 for 
extensions of symmetric operators. 
Notice firstly hat if ? is a J-symmetric extension of T, then we have 
Tcj:cJpJcJPJ. (3.1) 
Consequently hemost general J-symmetric extension of T must be a 
restriction of JIY’J to a subspace ofG?(JT*J) that contains Q(T). Notice 
also that by (1.2) T has a closure, T, and both T and T have the same 
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closure and adjoint. Finally, by (1.3), a J-selfadjoint operator isalways 
closed. Itis therefore enough to search among the closed J-symmetric 
extensions f T in order to find all of the J-selfadjoint extensions f T. 
Henceforth we can and do assume that T is a closed operator in R. 
We now introduce twoforms on GT(fPJ): 
(x, Y)” = (Jx, Jy) + G--J& PJY), (3.2) 
i&Y I = (PJX, Y) - (I”kJY, x). (3.3) 
Observe that (x, y)* is the natural inner product that GS(JPJ) =Jtih(P) 
inherits from GS(rC) when the latter is given its more usual (in the present 
context) inner product [3, p. 12241. In the sequel we assume that in all 
matters topological and except where otherwise stated, theset .@(JPJ) has 
the topology enerated in this way by (3.2). In particular, as  direct onse- 
quence of [3, Lemma 5, p. 12251 we have 
LEMMA 3.1. (a) With (x, y)* as inner product, L@(JT*J) isa Hilbert 
(i.e., complete, inner product) space. 
(b) The bilinear fo m {x, y} is continuous in the topology of g(JFJ). 
(c) A restriction T, of Jr”J is closed ifand only if Q(T,) is closed in
Q(JrCJ). 
Not unexpectedly, J-symmetric operators may be characterized by a 
certain symmetry property for their domains. More precisely we have 
DEFINITION 3.2. A subspace ~9of Q?(Jr”J) iscalled J-symmetric if 
{x, y} = 0 for every x and y in GS. 
LEMMA 3.3. The most general c osed J-symmetric extension T f T is the 
restriction of JFJ to a closed J-symmetric subspace LSof GS(flJ). 
ProoJ: If F is a closed J-symmetric extension of T, then Q(F) is closed 
in g(JFJ) by Lemma 3.1(c). Also, for any x and y in g(rT) 
{xv Y} = (PJx, Y) - (T*JY, x)
= (Jy, TX) - (Jx, Fy) 
=o 3 
and thus a(?=) is J-symmetric. Conversely, if g is a closed J-symmetric 
subspace of.Q(JTy;J) with g(T) c@, define the extension F of T by 
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TX = JPJx for x in @. Since 59 is closed, p is closed byLemma 3.1 (c). 
Also 
(Jy, TX) -(JFy, x)=(PJX, y) - (T”Jy, x) 
= ix, Yi 
=O 
for all xand y in 5?(F). This completes heproof. $
The decomposition (2.2) isof central importance in the present argument. 
The next lemma shows that in the search for all J-selfadjoint extensions of T,
one can essentially ignore the presence ofthe term $9(T) in (2.2) and 
concentrate on he subspace YA, = (T’ - &I)-’ d9i, i JXyLO. 
LEMMA 3.4. Assume that def T < 01). Then there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between closed J-symmetric subspaces S of the Hilbert space 
G?(JFJ) which contain 9(T) and (closed) J-symmetric subspaces S’of yI, 
given by S = B(T) i S’. 
Proof. Assume S’ is a (closed) J-symmetric subspace ofyk, and define 
S = 9(T) i S’. We show fustly that S is closed. Let Pdenote he projection 
from !22(JT+J) onto YA,. As yX, is finite dimensional, P is continuous. It is
then ot hard to show that S is the inverse image of S’ under P, and hence 
that S is closed (note that, ingeneral, S need not be closed). It is a simple 
matter to check by direct alculation hatS is a J-symmetric subspace of
G(JFJ). 
Conversely,. let S,be given as a closed J-symmetric subspace of?Z(JTFJ), 
with 9?(T) c S. Put S’ = S n yl,. Clearly S’is closed and J-symmetric. 
Also it is obvious that G(T) i S’ c S. The proof will be complete ifwe can 
establish thereverse inclusion. Let xE S. Then by Lemma 3.7, x = y + z 
where yE 59(T) and z E YA,, But x - y f z E S; i.e., z E S’ and therefore 
xE~(T)iS’. m 
Our next task is to produce a more useful characterization of he J- 
symmetric subspaces of yX,. 
I-EMMA 3.5. A subspace S’ofY& is J-symmetric ifand only if 
(Js,, tz) =(Jt, 3 $2) (3.4) 
for all elements s = (I” -&I)-’ s, + s, and t = (T’ - &,I)-” t, + t, of S’, 
where sI , t, Js, Jt, all ie in ..K&. 
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Proof: Let s and t in S’ be as above. Then 
{s, t) = (PJS, t) - (rcJ4 s) 
= (A, JPJs) - (Js, JrCJt) 
= (J(T’ - &,I)-’ t,+ Jt,, s1 + A,(T’ -&I)-’ s, + I,s,) 
- (J(1” - &I)-1 s, + Js,, t, +&(T -&I)-’ t, +&t,) 
since s2 and t, lie in J&2,, 
= (Jtz, s ) - (Js,, tl) + (J(T’ -&I)-’ c,, s,) 
- (J(T’ -&I)-’ sl, tl) 
= (Js,, tz) - (Jfi, ~2) 
by the J-selfadjointness of (T’ -&I)-‘. The required result follows 
immediately. I 
For each subspace S’of y{, we can associate th subset R1 of A& x Jh<, 
given by 
R’= {[x,y]:x, JyEXAoand (T’-&,I)-‘x+yES’}. (3.5) 
The subset R’ can be thought of as the graph of a (possibly multivalued) 
map BAO mapping the subspace 
%J(B,ko) = {x: [x, y] E R1 for some y E Jd&} (3.6) 
into JJ:, (in the sense that he sets BdlO(x) c Jxl, for all x in GS(B,l,,)). 
Because the mapping (T -A&)-’ is linear, it is not difficult to see that he 
mapping BAO is linear inthe sense that 
for all scalars a and /3 and all x and y in CS(B,kO). In this way the symmetry 
condition (3.4) may be rewritten as 
(JsI, F&)> = (JR&,>, t,>, (3.8) 
where BAO(s,) and Bn,(t,) are to be interpreted as arbitrary elements inthe 
sets BAO(s,) and Bn,(tr), respectively. If we take (3.7) and (3.8) respectively 
to be the definitions of linearity andJ-symmetry for a multivalued mapping, 
then Lemma 3.5 simply says that asubspace S’of YA, is J-symmetric if and 
only if the associated subspace R’ (defined by (3.5)) ofh<, x JM+, is the 
graph of a (possibly multivalued) linear, J-symmetric mapping. Notice that, 
strictly speaking, we have only considered J-symmetry for operators with 
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(dense) domain and range in a given Hilbert space. However, it is not 
difficult to extend the definition o cover the situation encountered above. 
We are now in a position tocharacterize the closed J-symmetric 
extensions (and thereby, the J-selfadjoint extensions) of a wide class of
closed J-symmetric operators. More precisely, as a consequence of 
Lemmas 2.4, 3.4, and 3.5, and the above remarks, we have 
THEOREM 3.6. Let T be a closed, ensely defined, J-symmetric, linear 
operator inSF with II(T) not empty, and def T < 03. Let A, be an arbitrary, 
but fixed, point in If(T), and let T’ be a fixed J-selfacjjoint extension fT 
with A, in p(T’). Then, an extension F of T is closed and J-symmetric if and 
only if k?(f) can be written as
G2(~ = 62(T) i [(T’ -&I)-’ + B] G?(B), (3.9) 
where B is a (possibly multivalued) J-symmetric l near mapping with domain 
in ,c,O and range in JyVi 0’ 
Remarks. (1) Observe that one can generate all possible closed J- 
symmetric extensions f T from the one choice of /E, and T’ (and J, which 
was fixed arlier). Whenthe xtension F is given, the mapping B can always 
be constructed according to the remarks preceding the theorem. Inthe 
sequel, we use the notation BdIO to refer tothis map. 
(2) If If(T) is empty, then the proof of the central component (viz., 
Lemma 2.4) of this construction fails. Essentially verlittle is known about 
this case. An example of a differential operator T with 17(T) empty may be 
constructed from the xample of McLeod given in [IO]. 
(3) For operators T with def T < co the problem of finding all J- 
selfadjoint extensions is ow reduced tothat of studying the mapping BYI in 
the finite-dimensional space JT~, . For operators T with def T= CO the 
situation s more complicated. The assumption defT < CO was only needed 
in Lemma 3.4> and only there because w were considering closed operators. 
By considering J-symmetric (possibly unclosed) operators directly, one can 
include operators with infinite defect, butwe shall not do so here, as our 
major interest i  in applications to problems involving ordinary differential 
expressions which give rise to operators with finite defect. 
We now investigate the map BAO arising in Theorem 3.6, more closely. In 
particular, we are interested in isolating the extra conditions that BAO must 
satisfy in order that Tbe J-selfadjoint. The next lemma gives a necessary nd
sufficient co dition f rBAO to be a single-valued mapping. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let 1, be a given point in lI(r>, and let Yi= be a given closed 
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J-symmetric extension fT. Let BAO be the map associated with F by (3.9). 
Then BAO is a single-valued mapping if and only if&, & Pa(F). Furthermore 
g(B,J = NA, 0 M((% &I)*) (3.10) 
andfor each u in g(BAO), BSIO( u is an equivalence class module Jtr(T- &I) ) 
in J&O. 
Remark. The map BAO may thus be thought of as a single-valued 
mapping with domain (3.10), and range contained in the set of equivalence 
classes of Jd/<, modulo X( I? - &I). 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. By Lemmas 2.4 and 3.4, g(F) = C@(T) i S’, where 
S’C9A”. Let v, and v, be in B,&u); then (T --&I)-’ u + v, and 
(r -&I)-’ u + vz are in S’ cGS(F), where u, Jv,, and Jv2 are in A’&. 
Consequently, vr - v2 lies in S’ and JN’&, and hence in -K(T - d,Z). Thus 
the set BAl(u) contains a ingle element ofJ.A& if and only if 1, is not an 
eigenvalue of 5: 
To prove (3.10), we apply the operator JFJ- &I to both sides of(3.9): 
9(%&J) = .S(T - &I) @ GS(BAO). 
Hence 
and therefore 
as required. I 
W,,,) 0 JWT- &I)*) =Jtm,, 
We now isolate thJ-selfadjoint extensions of T.
THEOREM 3.8. Assume that T is a closed ensely defined J-symmetric 
operator inZ? with 17(T) not empty and def T < co, and let 1, and T’ be 
chosen as in Theorem 3.6. Let l? be a closed J-symmetric extension ofT, and 
let B be the map associated with F by (3.9). Then i: is J-selfadjoint if a d
only iffor some subspace M of N& 
g(B) =N&, Q M (3.11) 
and for each u in a(B), the set B(u) is an equivalence class module JM in 
JM& . 
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Prooj Let us assume firstly hat G’(B) = HA, @ -4’$ and that he range 
of B consists of equivalence classes modulo JYR: We firstly show that 
A=Jlr((%&,I)*)=JM-(F-&I). (3.12) 
By the last lemma, we know that M=JI’((P-A&*), and hence that 
JX(f-- &I) cd, as F is a J-symmetric operator. Letx E JM= B(Q). 
Then x E QS(n, as S’(B) c ka(n by (3.9). As x also lies in JNA, it is clear 
that xE ,F(F-- A,,[), and therefore that (3.12) holds. Finally, applying 
JPJ- &I to (3.9), and using (3.11) and (3.12) wehave 
Consequently 
(3.13) 
and the J-selfadjointness of F follows from (3.12), (3.13) and Lemma 2.1. 
Conversely, assume that ?- is J-selfadjoint and set M= JH(F--&I). By 
Lemma 3.7 
as F is J-selfadjoint. Also, by the same lemma, the range of B then consists 
of equivalence classes modulo JM. This completes heproof. 1
Notice that, for any extension F of T, we have n(n cI7(7). Conse- 
quently, thepossibility exists hat one could have J7(T) not empty, but J?(p) 
empty. In this respect we have 
DEFINITION 3.9. Let T be a closed densely defined operator in Z. An. 
extension p of T is called well-posed if II@) is not empty. 
Remark. In [16, 171 an extension F of T is called well-posed (or, 
correct) if for some fixed 1, in n(T), 1, is in fl(i”>. This latter usage could 
more properly betermed well-posed r lative to LO. It is possible (for 
example, ifA,, is an eigenvalue of 0, for agiven extension F of T to be not 
well-posed relative to one value of d,, and well-posed relative to other values. 
Clearly, F is a well-posed extension of T (in the sense of Definition 3.9)if 
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and only if it is well-posed with respect toA,, for some A,, in 17(T). Such 
extensions are “well-posed” in the sense that here exist values of;1 such that 
the problem (F - ,U)X =f is at least normally solvable for x. A non-well- 
posed extension must herefore be regarded as somewhat degenerate. 
The well-posed J-selfadjoint extensions f T may be characterized as 
follows : 
THEOREM 3.10. Assume that T is a closed J-symmetric operator inR 
with def T < co and II(T) not empty. 
(i) Let F be a closed J-symmetric extension fT, and let A,, in II(T) 
be given; let B10 be the operator corresponding to F and A,, via (3.9). If
cS?(B,~) =X3 then F is J-selfadjoint and 1, is in p(F) (i.e., BeI0 is single- 
valued and T is a well-posed extension fT). 
_ (ii) If F is a J-selfadjoint well-posed extension fT, then for all 1, in 
p(T) the operator B,O corresponding to T and 1, via (3.9) satisfies 
@(B,J = <‘ii,, (i.e., B to is single-valued). Furthermore for all A,, in 
m?-Pm- 
g&) = HA, 0 UK@;- &I); 
in particular, fo  such values of A,, BAO is multivalued. 
Proof (i) We have from (3.9) 
A?(% &I) = 9(T- &I) 0 C2(B,,,) 
for any II, Er;C(T>. If 6%(B,0) = ~f>~, then 
~(~--~I)=~(T--L,I)o~~,=~. 
Consequently, F is J-selfadjoint by Corollary 2.2and 1, E p(T). 
(3.14) 
(ii) If F is well-posed an J-selfadjoint, the  there exists a value 1, in 
~(0 and hence 
by (3.14). Clearly then, G(BdlO) =&,, and the same argument applies to
other values 3, Ep(f). If 1, En(T) -p(n), then as S%‘(T-&I) is closed 
(d, ED(T)) 1, & Ea(n. H ence 2, E PC@)), and the result follows by
Lemma 3.7. I 
COROLLARY 3.11 [ 17, Theorem 51. Under the conditions f the theorem, 
a closed J-symmetric extension T”of T is well-posed an J-selfadjoint tf a d
only if, for at least one 1, in 17(T), G@(BAO) = M&. In this case Q(B.%,,) = M& 
for all A, in p(n, and g(B,O)=&i, 0 JtT(F-- &I) for all 1, in 
~(T)-PP(T). 
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Thus, aJ-selfadjoint extension F of T is not well-posed if and only if 
II(T) cPa(F). Since 17(T) is an open set, this means that, ifII(T) is not 
empty, the spectrum ofF must contain non-isolated points lying outside the 
essential spectrum off. Thus, in contrast to he situation f rselfadjoint 
operators (see 13, Theorem 5, p. 1395]), for such J-seifadjoint operators the
essential spectrum could not be characterized as the set of non-isolated 
points ofthe spectrum. 
4. APPLICATIONS TO LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
We consider here formal ordinary linear differential expressions of the 
form 
t(y) = 2 (-1)’ (p(X)y(“-y+i~ (4.1) 
i=O 
over the interval ( ,6) c IR. We assume throughout that he functions 
are complex-valued antiLebesgue m asurable over (a, b), and Lebesgue 
integrable on compact subsets of(a, b). Following [ 12, p. 491, the xpression 
is said to be regular if the interval ( ,b) is finite and each of the functions i  
(4.2) issummable over the whole interval ( ,b); otherwise t(y) is said to be 
szkgular. More precisely, the left-hand e -point s said to be regular if
CI >-co and each of the functions i  (4.2) is summable in every interval 
[a, p], fi <b; otherwise a is said to be singular. Similar definitions apply to 
the right-hand end-point b. 
The analysis ofthe expression r(y) is greatly facilitated by the 
introduction of theso-called quasi-derivatives of he function y. By the quasi- 
derivatives of afunction y (relative to the expression (4.1)) wemean the 
functions yrll, JP,... y [“*l defined bythe formulae 
Y [kl _ dkJ7 -22 for k = 1, 2,..., n - 1, 
4 tIn+kl - 
-p d”-ky d 
dx ‘h’ 
[ntk+ll kdx”-k 1 for k = 1, 2,..., n  _ 
As a notational convenience we also write yrol = y. 
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We now investigate in detail the differential operators a ising from zin the 
Hilbert space L*(a, 6). To begin, we denote by B(T,,,) the set of all 
functions y in ,!,‘(a, b) for which yrkl is locally absolutely continuous for
k<2n-1, and r(v)=y tznl E L*(a, b). We define the operator r,,,,, in 
L*(a, b) by 
TIlla, Y = Q> (4.4) 
for all yin g(T,,,). This operator is called the maximal operator inL*(a, b) 
corresponding to the formal expression r. Itis “maximal” inthe sense that it 
cannot be extended asan operator in L*(a, 6) generated by r; this is best 
seen by noting that 
g(T,,,) = { y E L*(a, b) : y is a solution of the 
equation r(u) =f for some f 
in L*(a, b)}. (4.5) 
Here, by a “solution” we mean a function y that satisfies th  differential 
equation ry=f (regarded as a matrix differential equ tion, cf.[12, p. 56, 
Eq. (13)]) inevery compact subinterval of (a, b). 
Next, we denote by g(T;) the set of all function in Q(T,,,,,) with support 
contained in acompact subinterval of (a, b). The operator Tb in L*(a, b) is 
defined tobe the restriction of Tk,, to @(Tk). We shall see presently hat 
the operator Tb is densely defined and closable in L*(a, b); its closure, which 
we denote by T,, is called the minimal operator corresponding to r in 
L*(a, b). Observe that def T,, < 00. 
When the coefficients n (4.1) are real-valued, it is well known that he 
differential expression r generates a variety ofselfadjoint perators in 
L*(a, b), all of which are restrictions of T,,,,, and extensions f T,. The 
domains of these selfadjoint perators a echaracterized by certain linear, 
homogeneous conditions applied atthe boundary ofthe interval ( ,6). In the 
general case as r is no longer formally s mmetric, butrather formally J- 
symmetric (where J is complex conjugation), one cannot expect r o generate 
selfadjoint perators in L*(a, b). Instead, the appropriate boundary 
conditions now generate J-selfadjoint operators. We thus eek to describe all
J-selfadjoint extensions f T,, (which is easily seen to be J-symmetric) in 
terms of boundary conditions on the lements of @(T,,,). 
To do this we need several preliminary lemmas. The proofs ofthese results 
are asy extensions of corresponding results for the case of real coefficients, 
given in [ 12, Sects. 17, 181. Details ofthe proofs inthe general case may be 
found in the dissertation [14] of Race (cf. also [111 for the case n= 1). 
LEMMA 4.1 (Lagrange’s Identity). 
(4.6) 
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for any y, z in GS(T,,,), where 
(4=7) 
LEMMA 4.2. &f z is regular on [a, b], then for arbitrary numbers 
Uo,a,...,~*n-i a d PO, p, ,... &+, there is a function y in g(T,,,) satisfying 
the conditions 
y”“(a) = ak, y”%4 = P,u k = 0, l,..., (2n - I). (4.8b 
LEMMA 4.3. The operator Tbis densely defined and J-symmetric, where 
J is the (usual) conjugation operation in L’(a, b). 
Consequently, by the remark following (3.1), T;admits a closure, T,.
LEMMA 4.4. (i) The operator TOis a closed J-symmetric operator, and 
T max = JT$J. 
(iij For any y and z in Q(T,,,,,) thelimits 
[Y, qa = lii[Y, ‘4 
exisi and we have 
jb r(Y>Z = [Y> y]b - [Y, s], + i” >+)- (4% 
a a 
(iii) The domain of To consists precisely of those y in @(T,,,) which 
satisfy the condition 
for all zin @(T,,,). 
Clearly, by Lemma 4.4(i), ali J-selfadjoint extensions W of TB satisfy 
T,cHc T,,,,,. More precisely we have 
LEMMA 4.5. A linear manifold @ in L’(a, b) is the domain of definition qf 
a J-seifadjoint extension fTo if and only if ~3’ satisfies thefollowing 
conditions : 
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0) WTd c 9’ c ~(T,,,); 
(ii) for any two functions y and z in 9, the relation 
[y,Plb- [y,&=O holds; 
(iii) every function z in @(T,,,) which satisfies th  condition [y,a], -
[y, $ = 0 for ally in @’ belongs to9. 
Proof Denote the restriction of T,,,,, to P by H. From (4.9), (ii) holds 
if and only if or all yand z in L@(H) 
WY, Jz) = (Y, JHz), 
i.e., ifand only if H is J-symmetric. Assume that H is J-selfadjoint. The  
clearly (i), (ii) and (iii) hold. Conversely, assume that (i), (ii) and (iii) hold. 
Then JHJc H* from (ii). 
Let z E Q(H*). Then for all yin P3’ 
WY, 23 = ( y,TmaXz). 
By (iii) and (4.9) ithen follows that zE G?‘. This completes heproof. 1
We can now state he main theorem ofthis ection. It is a precise analog 
of the corresponding result [ 12, Theorem 4, p. 7.51 for the real case. 
THEOREM 4.6. Assume that lT(T,,) is not empty, and that def T,, = m. 
For arbitrary functions w, ,w2 . . . w, belonging to 53(T,,,,,) which are linearly 
independent module @(T,,) and which satisfJ7 the relations 
[wj, W& - [wj, ti,& = 0, j, k= l,..., m, (4.10) 
the set of all functions y ing(T,,,,,) which satisfy theconditions 
[Y, %I, - [Y, %la = 0, k = l,..., m, (4.11) 
is the domain of definition of a J-selfadjoint extension of T,. Conversely, a l 
J-selfadjoint extensions of T,, are of this form. 
Proof. Notice firstly hat, using Lemma 4.5, the proof that (4.10) and 
(4.11) determine a J-selfadjoint extension of T, is virtually identical with the 
corresponding section fothe proof in the selfadjoint casegiven in [ 12, 
Theorem 4, p. 751. 
Thus it remains toestablish the converse result. Up to this point we have 
only used differential equ tion theory. Itis at this tage that we need to 
appeal to the abstract theory toshow that all J-selfadjoint extensions are of 
the above type. 
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Accordingly, let H be an arbitrary J-selfadjoint extension of T,. Let 1, in 
n(T,) be chosen, and let T’ be a J-selfadjoint extension of T, with Jo in 
p(F). Then by Theorems 3.6 and 3.8 there is a (possibly multivalued) J- 
symmetric mapping BeX0 and a subspace J of J’&, = ,K(JT,,,.J - &I) such 
that 
La(H) = LqT,) i [T - &I)-’ iB,“] GqBn,>, 
where 9(B,J = J’& 0 M, and B,O(~) isan equivalence class modulo J-H in 
JJio for each uin G@(B,rJ. Let$i, .. 4, be an orthonormal b sis for A>,, 
where #P+, ..., 4, (0 < p < m - 1) is an orthonormal b sis for M. It is clear 
that we can regard B,. as a single-valued mapping from g(BAo) to the p- 
dimensional space of equivalence classes spanned bythe set S = {dj +JM; 
j = l,..., p]. With respect to he basis {$ i,..., (5,) ofG&(BA,) and the basis .5? of 
S(BAo), B lo may be represented by a px p matrix (b,) where b, = bji, by 
the J-symmetry condition. Clearly then, .@(H) is the set of ali functions z of
the form 
z=y+w, (4.12) 
where yE G(7’,,) andI,V E [(T’ - &1)-’ +Bw,# for some 
i.e., 
This means that in (4.12), I,U has the form v’a + vB where cv, is a linear 
combination of the functions 
I(li = (T -/loI)-l #i + f bji$jY i = l,..., p, 
j=l 
and I,V~ isan arbitrary linear combination of the functions &,+1,..., $m.Let us 
now define w,,..., w, according to the formula 
wi= Yi, i = l,..., p; 
wi=qi, i = p f I,..., m. 
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The proof will be complete ifwe show that {wi,..., w,} is independent 
modulo g(T,J, and satisfies (4.10) and (4.11). 
Let 
i.e., 
z$, YitT’ -nO1)-‘#i + i i Yibji$j + 5 YiJi E g(TO)- 
i=l j=l i=p+l 
Since the sum (3.9) isdirect, we have 
-5 yip -&I)-‘~i= 5 yidji=o ,Tl i=p+ 1 
from which it follows easily that yi = 0, i = l,..., m. Thus the elements wi, 
i = l,..., m are linearly independent modulo Q(T,). Finally, as H is J- 
selfadjoint, and wi E g(H), i= l,..., m, we have 
for all y in g(H). Consequently, by (4.9), (4.11) issatisfied for all y in 
S?(H). Since wi E a(H), i= I,..., m, we clearly have (4.10) satisfied as well. 
It remains toshow that an arbitrary element ing(T,,,,,) satisfying (4.11) lies 
in g(H). Let z E 5?(T,,,,,) satisfy (4.11). Now, from (4.12), an arbitrary 
function y in g(H) has the form 
(4.13) 
where y0 E g(T,) c Q(H); and consequently 
k YOlb - [Z? &I, =0. 
Thus, from (4.10), (4.13) and (4.14), 
[Y, F]b - [u, q, = 0 
(4.14) 
I 
for all yE a(H). By Lemma 4S(iii), z E Q(H), and the proof of the I 
Theorem is complete. 1 
We assume henceforth that he regularity f eld 17(7’,) is not empty. 
As in the real case, in certain situations one can free the boundary ’ 
conditions (4.10) and (4.11) from dependence on the functions wi,1Q i < m, 
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and hence from the rather inconvenient dependence onthe differential 
expression f. 
The most obvious case when this can be done is when r is regular on the 
interval [a, b]. In this case, as all solutions f the differential equ tion 
ry = A,, y now lie in L’[a, b], it is clear that def T, = 2~; the J-se1fadjoi.m 
extensions of T,are then characterised as follows: 
THEOREM 4.7. Let z be regular on [a, b]. Then the linear manifold in 
G(T,,,) determined by linearly independent boundary conditions f the form 
2n 
T Ujk Y 
k?l 
lk- “(a) + k$l ,Bjk yrk- “(6) = 0, j = 1, 2,..., 2n (4.15) 
with 
n n 
c ajuak,2n-u+l - x aj,2n-u+laku 
u=l u=1 
n n 
= v PjuPk,Zn--v+l- 2 Pj,Zn-b+IPkby i j, k = I, 2,..., 2n (4.16) o=l u=l 
is the domain of a J-seyadjoint ex ension f T,. Conversely evev J- 
selfadjoint extension fTD is of this form. 
Proof. Let linearly independent boundary conditions (4.15) and (4.16) be
given. ByLemma 4.2 there are functions w1 ,..., wznin C.?(T,,,,,) which satisfy 
the conditions 
aj,n+k = -WY -k’(a) j = l,..., 2n, 
pj n+k = -,j-k](b) k = I,..., n  
(4.17) 
Given (4.17), it is not difficult to show that (4.16) and (4.15) can be restated 
in the forms (4.10) and (4.11), respectively. It then follows from 
Theorem 4.6 that he domain determined by (4.15) and (4.16) isthe domain 
of a J-selfadjoint extension of T,,. 
Conversely, if H is an arbitrary J-selfadjoint ext.ension of T’,, then, by 
Theorem 4.6, S?(H) is determined by functions w,,..., ~~~~ in g(T,,,) 
satisfying (4.10) and (4.11). If ajk and /fjk, 1 <j, k < 2n, are then defined by 
(4.17), it is clear that g(H) is determined by (4.15) and (4.16). 1 
Remark. When n = 1, (4.16) becomes 
allaZ2 - a12az1 =PllP22 -P12P21a 
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This is automatically satisfied f a2i = aZ2 =,L?, i = ,5iZ = 0 (“separated” 
boundary conditions) or if all = azz = 1, p,, =/IZ2 = 1 and 
aI2 = a2r =,f?r2 = pZl = 0 (“periodic” boundary conditions). 
The final case that we consider is when r is regular tone end-point of 
(a, b), which we take to be a, and singular at the other. Inthis case it is 
known [ 17, Theorem 61 that n< def T,, < 2n. In particular, when def T,, = n 
we have 
LEMMA 4.8. If z is regular ta and singular tb, and def T, = n, then 
for arbitrary elements y and z in GZ(T,,,,,) we have 
[Y, Fib = 0. (4.18) 
The proof of this lemma is virtually identical with the proof of the 
corresponding result in he real case (see [12, F$ 18.31). Itsimportance li s in 
the fact hat he terms [y, I?~], and [wj, Cj,Jb in(4.10) and (4.11) now 
disappear. Thus the J-selfadjoint extensions of T,are now determined solely 
by the boundary conditions at the regular end-point. As aconsequence we 
then have 
THEOREM 4.9. Let z be regular ta and singular t6, and assume that 
def T, = n. Then the linear nantfold in G?(T,,,,,) determined by linearly 
independent boundary conditions at a of the form 
f ajky+l’(a)=O, j=1,2 ,..., n, (4.19) 
with 
ajvak,2n-o+l - ? aj,2n--u+ lakv = 0, .i, k = l,..., n, (4.20) 
L*= 1 El 
is the domain of a J-selfadjoint extension f T,. Conversely, every J- 
selfadjoint extension fT,, is of this form. 
Proof We first note that here exist functions wi,..., w, in GS(T,,,,,) with 
ajk = wj [2M(a), %+k=-Wj [n-k](a), j, k = l,..., n. (4.21) 
This follows byapplying Lemma 4.2 on the interval [ ,p], p < b, where the 
functions lyl,..., NJ , are presumed tosatisfy theconditions 
wjk-jl(p) = 0, k = I,..., 2n
at /3, and be identically zeroin [/I, b]. It is then clear that alinear manifold 
determined by the conditions (4.19) and (4.20) must satisfy (4.10) and 
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(4.11) since the boundary terms at b vanish, byLemma 4.8. Thus such a
manifold must be the domain of J-selfadjoint extension f To by 
Theorem 4.6. The converse result follows in the usual way from 
Theorem 4.6 (and Lemma 4.8). f
In the context ofthe last result, i  is instructive to consider thecase n= 1. 
as this is particularly simple. Here the operator r is given by 
T(Y) = -(PO(x) Y’)’ + PI YY a<x<b. (4.22) 
Note that, when n = 1, condition (4.20) istrivially satisfied; thisis very 
different from the selfadjoint case, where the corresponding co dition [ 12, 
Eq. (29), p.801 (there isa misprint in he text) essentially forces the coef- 
ficients ajkto be real. Changing the notation slightly in (4.19), we then have 
COROLLARY 4.10. If T, is the minimal operator corresponding to the 
formal operator 5 defined b>l (4.22) and def T0 = 1, then the J-selfadjoint 
extensions TY of T, are precisely given by 
where y= (yi, yJ is an arbitrary non-zero c mplex number in C2. 
It is worth noting (cf. the comment in Section 1)that Theorem 4.9 (and 
therefore Corollary 4.10) makes essential use of the new theory inSection 3 
and is not obtainable from the analysis in [171. The reason for this is that 
the J-selfadjoint extensions determined by (4.19) and (4.20) must of 
necessity nclude the non-well-posed ext nsions which were outside the scope 
of [17]. One can, in theory at least, determine which values of‘J determine 
the extensions that are well-posed with respect to;1, E II for a fixed 
value of &, by using Theorem 3.10. However, this would require some 
detailed knowledge ofthe values ofthe eigenfunctions in X(T,,, -x,1) at 
a. At present there are no general results of this nature available. 
We conclude this ection with a short discussion of the relationship 
between the selfadjoint and he J-selfadjoint extensions f the minimal 
operator T,, defined arlier. Firstly, observe that if the coefficients n (4.1) 
are real-valued, th n i”,, issymmetric (equivalently, z is formally symmetric). 
When the coefficients are sufficiently smooth the converse statement is also 
true. Infact we have 
LEMMA 4.11. Assume that the coefficients in (4.2) satis& 
pk E PSk(a, b), k= 0 ,..., n  Then the formally J-symmetric operator r defined 
by (4.1) isformally symmetric ifand only if the coefficients pk are real- 
valued. 
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Proox Assume T,, is symmetric. As the coeffkients are smooth, wecan 
assume without loss of generality thathe domain of Tb is equal to CT@, b), 
the set of all infinitely differentiable functions  (a, b), with support in
(a, b). On integrating the identity (T,f; g) = V; T, g) by parts, and 
rearranging, we obtain 
Impi f’“-“(x) g(n-i)(x) dx = 0 (4.23) 
for all f and g in the domain of Th. A further series ofintegration by parts 
gives 
2 f” (-1)’ (Imp,(x)f~“-i~(x))‘“-i~g(x) dk = 0 
i=o Ja 
for all f and g in CF(a, b). As CF(u, b) is dense in L’(a, b) it follows that 
f. (-1)’ (Im~i(x)f’“-i’(x))‘“-i’ = 0 (4.24) 
for all f in C,“(a, b). This implies that Imp, = 0 for 0 ,< i&n because 
otherwise (4.24) would constitute an ordinary differential equ tion with an 
infinite-dimensional solutionspace. This completes heproof. 1
It is interesting to note that when it = 1 and p. = 1, one can weaken the 
smoothness assumption on p, to p, E L,,,(u, b).This may be proved by 
means of (4.23) and the general ideas used in [3, Lemma 3, p. 16461. 
Now, if we consider respectively the selfadjoint and he J-selfadjoint 
extensions of To, then it is not diffkult to see that neither of these classes is 
an extension of the other, even when the coefficients pk arereal-valued. For 
example, ifwe compare Theorem 4.7 and its analogue for selfadjoint 
operators [ 12, Theorem 5, p. 771 in the case. ofreal coefficients, it is clear 
that some extensions will be J-selfadjoint but no selfadjoint, and vice versa. 
In particular, the boundary conditions 
y(a) - iy[‘l(u) + y(b) = 0, 
y(u) + 2iy[“(a) + iy[“(b) = 0
define anextension of To that is selfadjoint but ot J-selfadjoint, whereas the 
boundary conditions 
y(u) - iy”‘(u) = 0 , 
y(b) = 0 
define a J-selfadjoint extension that is not selfadjoint. 
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To clarify matters, letus call an extension T of TO J-real (or, real with 
respect toJ) if 9(T) = J!SY(T) and TJf = JTf for all f in the domain of T 
(i.e., TJ= JT). We then have 
LEMMA 4.12. A J-selfadjoint extension T of TO is selfadjoint if and an@ 
if it is J-real. 
Proof. If T is J-selfadjoint and selfadjoint, then P = JTJ = T, i.e., 
JT = TJ. Conversely, if T is J-selfadjoint and J-real, then P = JTJ= 
J2T= T. fl 
Observe also that for any J-real extension T of T,, we have that for ail f
in the domain of T 




f (-l)j (Impif(n-i))(n-i) = 0, 
i=O 
Consequently, by the argument used in Lemma 4.11, itfollows that he coef- 
ficients pi, 0< i < n, are all real-valued. In particular, in Corollary 4.10, for 
example, anextension T,,of To is selfadjoint if a donly if p,, and pr are real- 
valued, and y = (yl, y2) is chosen so that he domain of TY is closed under 
complex conjugation, the latter being true if and only if yis in R2 (module a 
possible complex divisor). 
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